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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Qualcomm pioneered TrueWireless technology  and since the first truly wireless earbuds were launched around six years ago, there has been substantial growth in this category – with busy lifestyles driving demand for total wireless freedom, portability, and extended battery life. 
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66%
believe wireless 
sound is equal to
or better than wired 

Wireless 
acceptance…

30%

50% 53%
63%

Fitness
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Hearing
Enhancement

Voice
Assistant

ANC
Source: Qualcomm State of Play Report 2019
All percentages, consumer behaviours and attitudes stated in 
this report are based only on the responses of the individuals 
who participated in our annual survey.

…but consumers also want
richer features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumers have embraced true wireless and sound quality is extremely important  but they’re also demanding richer features including:Fitness tracking Hearing enhancement and personalization Support for voice assistants Integrated Active Noise Cancelling technology
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Products launched based on Qualcomm® QCC512x and Qualcomm® QCC302x 
Qualcomm QCC512x and Qualcomm QCC302x are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Qualcomm  Bluetooth SoCs have been industry proven for over 15 years and the innovation, performance and flexibility of those earlier platforms has directly impacted the success of many of the most iconic headsets and hearables from leading consumer electronics brands. Our previous generation solutions have already helped our customers deliver major breakthroughs in the truly wireless earbud category – these are just some of the devices that are built on the Qualcomm QCC512x and Qualcomm QCC302x series. Our heritage and expertise in Bluetooth, audio quality, true wireless connectivity and power consumption mean that we are uniquely positioned to address the emerging  development challenges that our customers are facing for smaller, longer lasting, more richly-featured audio devices.  
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Introducing
next generation
low-power
Bluetooth
audio SoCs

5

Qualcomm® QCC514x and
Qualcomm® QCC304x

5Qualcomm QCC514x and Qualcomm QCC304x are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.
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Qualcomm QCC5127, Qualcomm QCC5126, Qualcomm QCC5125, Qualcomm QCC5124, Qualcomm QCC5121, Qualcomm QCC5120, Qualcomm QCC3020, Qualcomm QCC3026, Qualcomm QCC3024, Qualcomm 
QCC3026,Qualcomm QCC514x and Qualcomm QCC304x are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

Comprehensive audio portfolio
Qualcomm® QCC51xx and Qualcomm® QCC30xx Series

Bluetooth 
premium
flash

Bluetooth 
entry-level 
flash

8 SoCs for
Stereo Headsets & Earbuds

Launched in 2018 Launched June 2019

New SoCs 
optimized for 

next generation 
Earbuds

Qualcomm®

QCC5125
Qualcomm®

QCC5124
Qualcomm®

QCC5121
Qualcomm®

QCC5120

Qualcomm®

QCC3020
Qualcomm®

QCC3026
Qualcomm®

QCC3024
Qualcomm®

QCC3034

Qualcomm®

QCC5126
Qualcomm®

QCC5127
Qualcomm®

QCC514x

Qualcomm®

QCC304x

2 SoCs for
Stereo Headsets & Earbuds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a unique and comprehensive portfolio. Our offerings are designed specifically to support our customers with the advanced technologies and flexibility they need to develop high performance, feature differentiated, and superior sounding earbuds and headphones/headsets.As the demand for more richly featured audio devices increases, our customers can rely on our portfolio of scalable, end-to-end technologies to build a new wave of devices that can be used all day, every day and can be taken anywhere. Today we’re announcing the evolution of our breakthrough ultra-low-power Bluetooth SoCs, with the introduction of new premium and mid to entry-level Flash SoCs the QCC514x and QCC304x.Optimized for use in earbuds and hearables they are designed to elevate the truly wireless consumer experience.
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Introducing
Qualcomm®

QCC514x
and 
Qualcomm®

QCC304x

7Qualcomm TrueWireless, Qualcomm QCC514x and Qualcomm QCC304x are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

Integrated
ANC 

Integrated 
Voice

Assistants

Robust 
Connectivity  

High Quality 
Audio

Ultra-low 
power

Qualcomm 
TrueWireless™ 

Mirroring

Ultra-small 
form-factor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a look around on your morning commute or the next time you’re at the gym. You’ll probably notice more people than ever with wireless earbuds nestled in their ears, enjoying their favorite music or listening to the latest podcastConsumers want many different functions from their audio devices combined with the ability to listen to high quality audio anywhere at any time, whether it’s at home, in the office, in the gym or when out and about. This is driving demand for smaller, lighter form factors that include features such as voice interaction, ANC and high-quality music streaming all combined into ultra-low power devices that don’t need to be charged regularly. The new QCC514x and QCC304x SoCs are optimized for use in earbuds and hearables and are designed to elevate the truly wireless consumer experience by enabling:Improved robustness and seamless connectivity All day use and comfortPremium wireless audio quality with support for aptX Adaptive Integrated hardware ANCIntegrated Voice Assistant support at entry-level and premium tier A more seamless user experience thanks to out innovative new TrueWireless Mirroring technology
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Supported on Qualcomm® QCC514x 
and Qualcomm® QCC304x devices

Qualcomm QCC304, QCC514x and 
Qualcomm TrueWireless are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.
and/or its subsidiaries.

Next
generation 
Qualcomm 
TrueWireless™

Mirroring

Stereo

Both buds
Mono

Left bud

Mono

Right bud

Choose any earbud combination and switch between
them dynamically with no interruption to the audio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovative new TrueWireless Mirroring technology offers improved robustness when making calls and listening to music, so consumers can expect seamless audio with no drop-outs or glitches even in the busiest RF environments. Mirroring technology delivers a more seamless user experience  - truly wireless earbuds are completely wire-free, allowing the freedom to use them as a stereo pair or as a mono device, using either the left or right bud. Because only one bud at a time can be wirelessly connected to the phone, Qualcomm TrueWireless Mirroring technology is designed to easily swap between which earbud is connected to the phone, while the other earbud mirrors the connection. For example, if the user removes the connected bud from their ear, the bud that was mirroring the connection takes over so as not to interrupt an active voice call or music stream. Another reason a role swap may occur is if the RF connectivity for the mirroring bud is detected to be stronger than the connected bud, perhaps due to the proximity of the user’s mobile phone. In that case, the connection is designed to seamlessly swap from one ear bud to the other. This supports a superior experience with no audio dropouts – without the user being aware that the swap took place.TrueWireless Mirroring is also designed to be interoperable with any handset and to work seamlessly with voice assistants. 



9Qualcomm Active Noise Cancellation is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries 

Qualcomm®

Active Noise
Cancellation

9

Performance UX
Leak-

throughSmall Size Low-power

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine you are rushing to catch a train to work. You’re worried you might miss it and your phone is in your pocket. Instead of fumbling in your bag or coat to retrieve your phone and check the timetable, you can simply ask the voice assistant that has been nestled in your ear playing the latest podcast and it connects to your cloud service of choice. If you don’t already have the buds in your ears you can simply pop one or both in and use a quick voice command to get the information you need. The QCC514x and QCC304x are designed to support this type of use case with integrated support for multiple voice ecosystems and we’re working with the leading Voice Assistant solution providers globally to provide pre-qualified solutions for our platforms.By adding voice assistant support to our entry/mid tier SoCs we are helping OEMs bring voice capability to lower cost segments on single chip solutions enabling it become a pervasive feature no matter the price point. The QCC514x family offers dedicated support for Always On Voice (wake-word) applications for multiple voice ecosystems. This  can help to accelerate commercialization of voice-activated products by combining local voice recognition algorithms running on the Bluetooth audio platform with cloud services running on a mobile application and reduce integration and development time for device manufacturers. The QCC304x family offers push button voice activation for multiple voice ecosystems enabling OEMs to quickly and cost effectively add voice assistant capability to products at mid and entry level tiers. 
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Integrated Voice Assistants at all tiers
Qualcomm QCC514x and Qualcomm QCC304x are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

Simple Assistant: Push button 
activation on Qualcomm® QCC304x

Push button voice assistant
activation  on Qualcomm® QCC304x

Wake word voice assistant 
activation on Qualcomm® QCC514x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once reserved for high-end stereo headphones, consumers are now actively seeking this feature in truly wireless earbuds at all price points – because devices are being used every day and ‘on-the-go’ in noisy environments like public transport, the gym, and even at work in open plan offices. When needed, users can simply switch ANC on and drown out unwanted chatter and noise as they catch-up on the latest podcast, a binge-worthy boxset, or to simply create a quiet bubble within which to concentrate on their work. While it’s great to be able to shut out unwanted outside background noise, there are situations when it’s important to be able to hear what’s going on around you.For example, if you’re listening to music while out on your morning run, it’s important to hear oncoming traffic so you can stay safe. If you’re in the office, you need to be able to hear a colleague call your name or ask a question. And if you’re grabbing a morning coffee, you want to hear the barista tell you it’s ready.  The dedicated ANC hardware integrated into the SoCs allows for with a highly natural leak-through capability. This technology is designed to use microphones on the outside of the earbud to leak-through certain sounds from the outside world at a very low-latency, so you hear what’s going on around you in real-time for a natural experience.  
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Qualcomm®

QCC514x provides 
improved power 
consumption for real 
world use cases

Always on
voice 
OFF

ANC
ON

Idle, earbuds
in ear Phone

calls
Listening to

music

ANC
ON

Always on
voice 

ON

Hands-free 
profile

ON

A2DP
profile

ON

ANC
ON

Always on
voice 

ON

QCC514x lasts up to 86% 
longer than Competitor X

QCC514x lasts up to 26% 
longer than Competitor X

QCC514x lasts up to 22% 
longer than Competitor X

Qualcomm®
cVc™
ON

Percentages shown for the QCC514x and for the end-
product from Competitor X leverage data from limited 
internal testing and measurement by Qualcomm 
Technologies International, Ltd., modelling similar like-for-
like use cases.

Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and 
other factors. 

Qualcomm QCC514x  and Qualcomm cVc are products of 
Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The QCC514x offers improved power consumption for real-world use cases including:When earbuds are in the ear with ANC and Always on Voice ONWhen making a phone call using Hands-free profile with ANC ON and Qualcomm cVc ONWhen listening to music with the A2DP profile and ANC and Always on Voice are ON



12Qualcomm aptX is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

Qualcomm®

aptX™ Adaptive 
audio
Robust
Enhanced tolerance to RF interference

Audio quality
CD and high resolution

Latency
Gaming, interactive and audio visual

Voice
High resolution voice

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
aptX Adaptive technology combines:robust premium audio qualitylow-bit rate audio transmissionScalabilityand the opportunity for low-latency High quality voice for premium voice call qualityWith aptX Adaptive we aim  to truly replace the wire and support the next generation of wireless audio across applications and a wide range of devices
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The foundation for next generation devices
Qualcomm CC51xx and Qualcomm QCC30xx are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

At all
tiers

Qualcomm®

QCC51xx
Series

Qualcomm®

QCC30xx
Series

QCC30xx
Series

Premium

Entry Level

Mid 

Helping developers
to innovate

Reference
designs & tools

Ecosystem 
partnerships 

Unique & scalable
software ADK

Leveraging innovations
from mobile

For a variety
of use cases

Productivity

Workout

Travel

Gaming

Watch &
Listen 

Driving the truly
wireless revolution 

Voice UI All day wear* ANC

Premium
audio 

Multi-core
processing 

Robust
connectivity

Optimized
for small

form factors 

Seamless
role swapping 

Low-
latency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new QCC514x and QCC304x SoCs will be the building blocks for a new generation of truly wireless and hearable devices that can be used all day, every day and taken anywhere.Our customers can rely on our portfolio of scalable, integrated solutions for all price points which are optimized to provide the ultimate user experience.For consumers the combination of our new TrueWireless Mirroring technology, integrated ANC, integrated Voice Assistants and enhanced power consumption will deliver more seamless, more immersive true wireless experiences.
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For more information, visit us at:
www.qualcomm.com & www.qualcomm.com/blog
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Nothing in these materials is an offer to sell any of the 
components or devices referenced herein.

©2018-2020 Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its 
affiliated companies. All Rights Reserved.

Qualcomm and Qualcomm TrueWireless are trademarks 
of Qualcomm Incorporated, registered in the United States 
and other countries. aptX is a trademark of Qualcomm 
Technologies International, Ltd. registered in the United 
States and other countries. Other products and brand 
names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective owners.

References in this presentation to “Qualcomm” may mean Qualcomm 
Incorporated, Qualcomm Technologies, Inc., and/or other subsidiaries 
or business units within the Qualcomm corporate structure, as 
applicable. Qualcomm Incorporated includes Qualcomm’s licensing 
business, QTL, and the vast majority of its patent portfolio. Qualcomm 
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and services businesses, including its semiconductor business, QCT.
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